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4K ALUMINUM COMMERCIAL PROJECTS HAVE BEEN USED IN A VARIETY OF PLACES

RESTAURANTS, COFFEE SHOPS, WAREHOUSES, COUNTRY CLUBS, 

HOTELS, RESORTS, DOCTORS OFFICES AND SO MUCH MORE.

http://www.4kaluminum.com/


4K ALUMINUM COMMERCIAL PROJECTS

4K PERGOLA™PLATINUM SERIES
Our premium shade structure utilizing the 

largest posts and beams.

•6” x 6” or 8” x 8” posts

•2” x 8” or 2”x 10” beams

•3” square , 2”square or 1”x 4” lattices

•Option to stack beams for a modern design

4K PERGOLA™GOLD SERIES
Our superior shade structure utilizing 

upgraded posts and beams.

•6” x 6” posts

•2” x 6” beams

•2” square or 3” square lattices

•Option to stack beams for a modern design

4K PERGOLA™SILVER SERIES
Our standard heavy-duty shade structure 

utilizing conventional posts and beams.

•4” x 4” posts

•2” x 4” beams

•2” square economy lattices

(Note: Most posts and beams are interchangeable.

The three series described above should be used as a guide.)

See our Instagram and Facebook Accounts for the Versatility of 4K Aluminum!

We manufacture luxury patio covers using 

aircraft alloy, providing industry-leading 

strength and structure with quality elements, 

precision engineering, and aesthetic 

options. Our patio system is strong and 

conforms to all local wind and snow load 

requirements. Our professional designs are 

from the various choices of posts, beams, 

lattice tubes, motorized louver systems, and 

Soleil aluminum laser cut panels. Our Soleil 

panels are uniquely versatile to integrate 

flawlessly into any architectural style for 

residential and commercial markets. All 

designs are engineered to meet or exceed 

State, County, and local building codes, 

including wind speed up to 120 MPH, snow 

load, and seismic activity. Our beams can 

span up to 33’ without support between two 

posts using our extruded beam connector 

for added strength—no miter joints showing 

exposed aluminum, with designs that do not 

display any screws. We have many options 

to satisfy your commercial décor needs.


